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Donation Emails
Done Right

Entering its seventh year, #GivingTuesday is a global day of giving that
sets itself apart from Black Friday, Small Business Saturday or Cyber
Monday, which are dedicated to online shopping. #GivingTuesday was
created by the 92nd Street Y and the United Nations Foundation as an
international movement in response to consumerism and
commercialism; it falls on the Tuesday after Thanksgiving in the United
States. #GivingTuesday has one simple goal: To celebrate and
encourage giving to your community, to people in need and to nonproﬁt
organizations that want to make a diﬀerence and rely on online
donations.

According to Kindful, "On #GivingTuesday in 2017, more than $300
million was raised online through 2.5 million gifts. #GivingTuesday was
mentioned more than 1 million times on social media and these
mentions made 21.7 billion impressions."

The quality and eﬀectiveness of nonproﬁt email donation requests,
however, varies. Not all organizations take the time to share a brief
mission statement, have a striking visual to accompany their story and
clearly ask you to take action. If you are committed to the organization,
you might not care. You have given to them in the past and are happy to
do so again. No persuasion needed.

But organizations that you never have interacted with, or haven’t even
heard of, face a much more diﬃcult task in their email: to engage you,
draw your attention and trigger your empathy to donate, now.
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This is why narrative and visual storytelling, overall presentation and a
clear ask are crucial for a successful nonproﬁt email campaign. And
without a real strategy how to approach your pledge and present it to
your potential donors, your campaign will fall short. Here are a few tips
how to create successful email campaigns that convert.

A Compelling Narrative
Storytelling is the most eﬀective way to engage your email recipients—
both recurring and new donors. A good narrative captivates and
engages them on a personal and emotional level and leads them to
your clear call-to-action: to donate now!

Neuroscientists have found emotion is the fastest path to the brain. In
other words, if you want your ideas to spread, storytelling is the single
best vehicle you have in your arsenal to transfer that idea to another
person.

The story itself has to be speciﬁc and narrow enough to not distract.
Don’t tell all—but make every word count.

Nonproﬁts who seek donations have to trigger emotions and raise
empathy. The donor becomes the hero of a story, not the organization.
The donor can make a diﬀerence and is therefore eager to help. You
fundraise not to make money for your organization; you solicit donations
to fund a program that needs help, that provides a measurable
outcome in the community and that is important to the donor.
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Your ideal storyline in your email has three parts (but keep it brief):

An urgent, solvable problem or a challenge told through a personal,
relatable story
One solution (with a tangible, measurable outcome) to the problem
One clear call-to-action (CTA), so that the donor can help solve the
problem right now

Aside from a compelling story, the visual design of your email solicitation
has to amplify your message as well, not distract from it.
This is where content meets design.

A Design That Ampliﬁes Your Content
The way you visually present your pledge in your email can make or
break your ask. Poorly designed emails, the choice of fonts, your
visuals, the length of your message, the colors you chose—especially
for your donation button—all trigger positive (or negative) emotions in
the reader.
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Shorter emails with a visually compelling ask at the beginning work
best. From my experience receiving many #GivingTuesday donation
requests over the years, what worked best for me were visually simple,
easily scannable and clean layouts with a short compelling narrative,
presented in striking, yet pleasing colors, using one compelling visual
(photo, illustration, map or chart).

A good design ampliﬁes your message—and a powerful CTA seals the
deal. A CTA is an interactive element that entices a user to take an
action that can be measured, like a donation. The color of your CTA
button is less important than whether it stands out. Download my ebook
and learn how to create a CTA that delivers.

Time for a disclaimer: all the following examples that I give to illustrate a
successful, or a less successful, campaign are from organizations that I
care about. My criticism about last year’s #GivingTuesday email
campaigns in no way diminishes my gratitude for the work these
organizations do. That said, some campaigns worked better than others.

Granted, you might say that it’s highly subjective to like or dislike a
speciﬁc donation email request—and you’re right. But there are a few
general rules and best practices that should be followed when creating
a successful email campaign.
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Your Email’s First Impression
The shorter, the better. No one wants
to scroll through a long, rambling
email to ﬁnd out what the next steps
are or to locate a donation button—
especially if they have never heard of
your organization.

It goes without saying that your copy
needs to be error-free and clean. And
if you personalize your email, don’t
assume who I am. Don’t send me an
email in Polish, for example, because my last name’s origin is Polish.

Don’t use too many fonts, font weights and font sizes. Stay away from
highlight colors or colors that distract and clash. Provide your contact
info and a link to your website and an option to unsubscribe from future
emails. And PLEASE, never underline text that is not a link!

Above is an example of a nicely formatted email ask that was short and
to the point and worked online (Japan Society). On the next page is an
image of a much too long email that features a letter that was originally
formatted for print (American Museum of Natural History).
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Your Email’s Visuals
A picture is a great shortcut for people who don’t have time to read. Use
an image that directly relates to the story, the hero of your narrative: A
real person as proof that every donation can make a diﬀerence. If you
don’t have an image, ﬁnd another story. Here is an email from the Geena
Davis Institute that uses a compelling photo. The New York Public
Library on the next page didn't try too hard to ﬁnd a striking visual.
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Your Email’s Narrative
Your email has to present a short narrative. The main goal in your email
solicitation is not to raise awareness in itself—but to trigger an action.
To entice the recipient to care enough to donate or otherwise take part in
your campaign or change a behavior. Leave the longer story for your
website and make sure that your email recipients can easily ﬁnd the link
to your site in your email if they want to delve deeper.
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The example above is of an email that didn't try to engage with a
compelling narrative or any visual at all (Cooper Hewitt).
On the next page is an example of an email ask that used a compelling
narrative, an explanation what the organization plans to do next with
their donation monies and a preview of their immediate plans (New York
Historical Society).
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Your Email’s Call-to-Action
Both a good design and a compelling narrative amplify your message—
but a powerful CTA seals the deal. Employ only one strong, primary
action- and beneﬁt-oriented CTA and use design elements like contrast,
color and fonts in your email copy.
First, an example of an email ask that used a CTA button that
pops (Central Park Conservancy). On the next page, one that didn’t use a
CTA button at all and whose ask got lost at the bottom of an otherwise
compelling visual presentation and narrative (Jewish Foundation for the
Righteous).
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Do you need help with your content strategy or your next email
campaign? For a more in-depth look at how an engaging narrative and a
good design can impact your message, download my free 30+ page
content + design guides A Call-to-Action that Delivers and Driving Impact
with Storytelling Or schedule a free 20-minute consultation call. Content
+ Design LLC is your one-stop shop for content strategy, web
development & site care. Let’s focus on your story and adapt a design to
it. Amplify your message. Turn site visitors into clients!
Tekla Szymanski is the founder of Content + Design LLC, your one-stop
shop for content strategy and WordPress development for nonproﬁts
and personal brands.
You have a small team and even less time. I hear you. And since your
website deserves an editor, writer and web designer who understands
how to leverage your unique content and adapt the right design to it, I
can help you. If you have a story to tell, a mission to share or a service to
oﬀer, I will help you ﬁnd the right platform and create a compact website
that delivers a clear call-to-action to ﬁnd new clients, recruit volunteers
or increase donations.
Content + Design LLC saves you time and money from hiring separate
content, development and admin teams. You will enjoy peace of mind
with ongoing security and maintenance web services—long after our
design is done.
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